
 
A Crisis ahead of us 

By Richard Cluver 

I sometimes wonder whether our readers read all the way to the end of this 

publication which regularly exceeds 20 pages in length and, if you were one 

who did not you might well have missed a graph which has haunted me for the 

past four weeks? 

Dealing with an issue that has been a central theme of many of his writings – and 

mine for that matter – for the past many years, he raised the now certainty of a 

global economic melt-

down which has been 

building up for at least 

two decades. He cited 

as proof a calculation 

by the International 

Monetary Fund which 

claims that the sum of 

all global indebtedness 

has now passed $174-

trillion or 382 percent of 

global Gross National 

Product. I reproduce 

the IMF graph on the 

right for you to ponder. 

To understand what it means, Gross Domestic Product is the sum of all income 

earned by the endeavors of men, women, businesses and corporates. So to put that 

figure simply, it implies that if all the earnings of humankind and all the corporates 

that employ them were to be combined and used to repay the accumulated debt, it 

would take 47 months of their combined efforts. 



Were all of that debt to be denominated in South African sovereign bonds at a 

current yield of 8.73 percent, then the implication is that a third of global incomes are 

pouring into meeting the interest costs of the debt. 

Furthermore, the sum of that debt rose at an 8.5% compound rate from 1997 to 
2007. Then it slowed to 3.6% from 2007 through 2017. But last year, we appear to 
have binged because debt grew 10.2% from 2016 to 2017. Breaking it down by 
sector, non-financial corporate debt grew 11.1%, government 
debt grew 6.7%, household debt grew 12.5%, and financial sector 
debt grew 11.3%, all in calendar 2017. 

If the latter rate were to continue, two thirds of all earnings would 
be required within seven years to simply meet the interest costs 
and everything we earn would be needed within 14 years. 

So we have a finite absolute end date which implies that 
sometime within the next 14 years the global economic system 
will inevitably collapse. Furthermore, as risk rises the price of the 
risk increases and so every year the cost of that debt expressed 
in the interest it will attract is likely to increase exponentially 
which leads me to the inevitable conclusion that the point of 
collapse is likely to be closer to seven rather than 14 years. 

Previously, when nations got themselves severely indebted they 
went to war against those whom they had borrowed from. But 
now the lenders are somewhat opaque. Broadly speaking, 
however, the world’s principal lenders are its pension funds which 
in most countries are required by law to hold at least a third of 
their capital reserves in sovereign bonds. 

So, if nations were to renege of their debts, as they inevitably 
must, then the people who will pay the price are the pensioners of 
this world. To put that bluntly, if nations find themselves no longer 
able to meet their debts, it will be the pensioners who will pay the price. 

All of which leads me to the point that if you are hoping to rely upon a pension when 
you retire or, if you are already retired and reliant upon a pension, then you have 
very little time to make alternative plans! 

  

Talking Turkey about the rand 
by Brian Kantor 

How best to respond to rand weakness that has nothing much to do with SA 

The SA economy has been subject to a new sharp burst of unwelcome rand 

weakness. Weakness that would appear to have little to do with events political or 

economic in SA itself. It has been a reaction to the shocks that have overwhelmed 

the Turkish lira. Weakness in other emerging market exchange rates has been part 

of the collateral damage. 



The Turkish lira has lost 34.79% of its US dollar value since the July month end – 

from USD/TRY4.91 to USD/TRY6.96 by 14h00 on 13 August. The USD/ZAR was 

13.27 on the morning of 1 August and was at 14.38 yesterday afternoon, a decline of 

7.97%. But it should be recognised that the rand has been a marginal 

underperformer within the emerging market (EM) peer group. The JPMorgan EM 

currency benchmark, which includes the Chinese Yuan with a 11% weight, has lost 

6.1 per cent of its USD value over the same period (see figures below where in the 

second, the relative to other EM currencies underperformance by the rand, shows up 

as a higher ratio).  

 



  

A weaker rand leads to more inflation that depresses the spending power of 

households. It may also lead to higher interest rates, given the reaction function of 

the Reserve Bank. The Reserve Bank believes that higher inflation will lead to still 

more inflation expected and hence still more inflation as a self-fulfilling process. That 

is unless demand is suppressed even further with higher interest rates. This is 

described as the danger of so-called second round effects of inflation itself (for which 

incidentally there is little evidence, when demand is already so depressed). The 

typical SA business now has very limited power to raise prices, as has been 

revealed by little inflation at retail level. A still weaker rand is likely to further restrain 

operating margins and the willingness of SA business to invest in plant or people. 

We have long argued that this represents a particularly baleful approach by the 

Reserve Bank to its responsibilities. We have recommended that the Reserve Bank 

not react to exchange rate shocks, over which they have little influence. Moreover, 

that raising interest rates can further depress demand without having any predictable 

influence on the exchange rate itself. 

Indeed we have argued that slow growth itself weakens the case for investing in 

South Africa. Slow growth to which monetary policy can contribute adds investment 

risk without any predictable influence on inflation because the value of the rand is 

itself so unpredictable. 

The best the Reserve Bank can do for the economy at times like this, when the rand 

is shocked weaker, is to say very little and do even less and wait for the shock to 

pass through – as it will in a year or so. The statement of the Deputy Governor, 

Daniel Mminele, made yesterday that “The South African Reserve Bank won’t 

intervene to prop up the rand unless the orderly functioning of markets is threatened” 

is to be welcomed. 

The weaker rand, for whatever reason, discourages spending and weakens the case 

for investing in any company that derives much of its revenue from South African 

sources. Companies listed on the JSE that derive much of their sales offshore stand 

to benefit from higher revenues recorded in the weaker rand. These include the large 

global industrial plays that dominate the Industrial Index of the JSE by market value. 

Included in their ranks are Richemont, British American Tobacco and AB Inbev. 

Even better placed to benefit from a weaker rand will be companies with revenues 

offshore but with costs incurred in rands. The increase in these rand costs of 

production may well lag behind the higher revenues being earned in rands, so 

adding to the operating margins enjoyed. Resource companies quoted on the JSE 

with SA operations fall into this category. Kumba and the platinum companies, as 

well as Sasol, are examples of businesses of this kind. 

But the appeal of global and resource plays for investors will also depend on the 

prevailing state of global markets. Global strength will add to their value measured in 

USD and even more so when these stable or higher dollar values are translated into 

rands at a weaker rate of exchange. In such circumstances, when the rand weakens 



for SA specific reasons, rather than for adverse circumstances associated with a 

weaker global economy, the global and resource plays on the JSE have additional 

appeal. 

The additional weakness of the rand, when compared to other EM currencies, may 

well have added to the appeal of JSE global and resource companies. The 

movements on the JSE on 13 August – at least up until mid-afternoon – do suggest 

that a degree of rand weakness for partly SA specific reasons- has been helpful for 

the rand values of the JSE global and resource plays. This is shown below. The 

global industrial plays and Naspers, another very important global play, have moved 

higher with JSE Resources. The SA plays have weakened as may also be seen and 

would have been predicted. 

 

The news about the global economy may not have improved with the Turkish crisis. 

Nor however is the global economy greatly threatened by the state of the Turkish 

economy. The weakness of the Turkish Lira would appear to have much to do with 

the unsatisfactory state of Turkish politics. The risk is that Turkey is less willing to 

play by the rules of international diplomacy and business and may be isolated 

accordingly. A serious spat with the USA has led to economic sanctions being 

placed on leading Turkish politicians to which Turkey has responded with outrage 

rather than negotiations with the US. 

The lesson for South Africa is to remain fully committed to global trading and 

financial conventions. To reinforce its attractions as an investment destination at 

times like this when the rand comes under pressure. This will help support the rand 

and the prospects for the SA economy. 

 

 



The Distribution of Pain 
By John Mauldin 

When you write about economics, you quickly learn the economy doesn’t care what 
you say. The forces that drive it are beyond any one person’s comprehension, much 
less control. 

But at the same time, the economy doesn’t work like a law of nature. Unlike gravity, 
for instance, the economy responds to human choices and preferences. We 
influence it, even if we don’t understand exactly how. 

In my 2017 “Fragmentation of Society” letter, I wrote about the coming technological 
changes that will replace many human jobs and disrupt society. Some of the 
disruption will be good and necessary. Much of it will be painful, too, and the pain 
won’t be evenly distributed. 

That is a problem whether you personally feel it or not. People don’t like pain. They 
change their behaviour to avoid or relieve it. People in pain will vote for politicians 
who say they can help, regardless of whether they actually can. And if those who 
suffer see you don’t share their pain, they will wonder why not and want whatever 
advantage you possess. Then it gets ugly. That’s not a moral statement but simply a 
fact-based observation of human nature. 

The natural stratification of society, which is something I really deplore (but it is also 
reality), means we at the upper end of the financial spectrum have little interaction 
with or knowledge of the people who feel the most pain. I wrote about this chasm 
between classes in 2016 (see “Life on the Edge”) as the US election made the split 
in our nation harder to ignore. 

It doesn’t matter that I began life on the wrong side of the tracks in West Texas. Dad 
was an alcoholic, and we were poor. But a few lucky breaks and a lot of hard work 
(the harder I worked, the luckier I got) got me to the upper end. And without knowing 
the story, most people assume that is how my life began. But I remember. I have 
more sympathy than you might imagine for those who are struggling. 

Peggy Noonan talks about the “Protected” class that makes public policy and the 
“Unprotected” who must live with those policies. Today, I want to delve a little deeper 
into this widening split and consider where it may take us. As you’ll see, the 
possibilities range from “not so bad” to “very, very bad.” 

The Two Economies 

Ray Dalio is no stranger to my readers. The billionaire founder of top hedge fund 
Bridgewater Associates got where he is by having keen insight into both human 
nature and economic trends. Occasionally he shares some of his wisdom publicly. I 
featured his reflections on the then-forthcoming Trump presidency in Outside the 
Box after the 2016 election. 

In October 2017, Dalio posted a new article, “The Two Economies: The Top 40% 
and the Bottom 60%.” He wrote that it is a serious mistake to think you can analyze 
or understand “the” economy because we now have two economies. Wealth and 
income are so skewed between top and bottom that “average” indicators no longer 
reflect the typical person’s experience or living conditions. 

Dalio launches with this chart: 

http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=U8GusXYvzQrI-2BTfpBInOiw4cuS1SqQfCbK1N-2BAM97HF-2BmRt4v3e9nNB3g0s96KtXPrMNdsVq5tu7qb1xfBfbZ9Pq89GX2VTjy4XVCwQXcru9olCZMjHDjJtXM-2Bz-2Bvu-2BD_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxl2vFqF9teaR-2Fd6-2B5g-2BcyfI2ywp292yAK0Sj-2FgEGNP6l80JXHzrf5bAnzzez-2B-2BKBk4AFs7-2FP8vc9TN3TK8bi-2Fv-2Bdaibmqnfp6GrXPfp2FQqmqzPJ9bme6fqXlES5Prr6rUIQSR5SHt0Y-2Bmv4F8KF1yIZIfpv-2BmXOIJHR8Fc-2B-2FGXmVxxrFEzN-2F6hZIjuF1-2BEIawTX51hclcm5dgpBXIki096JC5OvN4Ps22HpLEqSl58FEb2P-2BXplZF4TS-2Bob19hJYY-3D
http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=U8GusXYvzQrI-2BTfpBInOiw4cuS1SqQfCbK1N-2BAM97HF-2BmRt4v3e9nNB3g0s96KtXMX6W6DCALBHMK2Mp9jSfe-2F703uagMgG-2FTBtw1SK0Ffc-3D_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxl2vFqF9teaR-2Fd6-2B5g-2BcyfI8ECtKTRo-2FTH6IxJUj-2FaWm-2BZXCUH-2BRubvzQoeDGfy7c-2FbPnBfQoNEnYlDADXS6xCQskUZZ5gul0N-2BeR-2FpVEEvLE5tFnIz-2B8mx95lCqrs7-2B41day6kH3tGa-2FvbdBCZ5gsar3xPpoWwFEj0B1LypFKsneULUPLNPW8znAtC70a683PRiEsFglVc-2BYv9-2FKprihtWQd8NVWxzakuvOTawu8vBpcxithQ7l1di7u13Rx4M-2BNs-3D
http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=U8GusXYvzQrI-2BTfpBInOiw4cuS1SqQfCbK1N-2BAM97HHzjVBM-2B1XyaezKWjuhTEMnuW1vf2LDjctTsSjAhhy4teYDc1iYicemhWieqwT84Z4-3D_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxl2vFqF9teaR-2Fd6-2B5g-2BcyfIdgVRoQoJzIbVX9ZS8vAo6yVddV23mkeOfNMXT8tJUMnvKFspCFeQ-2FlkmB6GIKfkaXqiq-2FSkD5VGoyYoAEftZMeRwcadw7gvxBn3v09rTXj2OjPP4c5sIPOHJivS-2BF0pw8LmOuA0eekt-2F2AApjdFs8Jmnz5H7Syjq2ksKkcaL2JihZ2MbAQwa0sIcBAiL8X-2FinqhonH76FLhOkjwTYf-2FUskkHwVNT-2FA6clVJjr-2FKQnhA-3D
http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=HuhHagux1YytFwCS1qmrLyvFgy1v7o-2FeNcHFWrayCqoa6w1q1wHEWB1waHICGv4zbp83QqfibxkeQjtSctGfLBRzVNWjwPGIoVlOZ-2Bsii3SGX5cSssuFKKqZfHOmESjhZR28njHNO8X-2F89gg2PplPA-3D-3D_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxl2vFqF9teaR-2Fd6-2B5g-2BcyfIFMEw0wjmZwyqmYMwKCT7i9bZTWV2gY21v1k4RqLj1O0We-2F-2BGEjVMYaL3L9HWHlwYgpiCIU5OPXUYeaPeqINctQWFSr4UDQmHwnPcJwRwHYjNiL5v4DU1PR5apxMqs8JIH6gmsEoDCLjfFR0WurhZrqx1i8ji2fUpwMEr4Y-2ByDu5Vk5ozi9okYQxz73SIRFa14QuHwlYbn19-2Bhbkk4BWAZH8iSZb0siBOJDiLaE1FooA-3D
http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=HuhHagux1YytFwCS1qmrLyvFgy1v7o-2FeNcHFWrayCqoa6w1q1wHEWB1waHICGv4zbp83QqfibxkeQjtSctGfLBRzVNWjwPGIoVlOZ-2Bsii3SGX5cSssuFKKqZfHOmESjhZR28njHNO8X-2F89gg2PplPA-3D-3D_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxl2vFqF9teaR-2Fd6-2B5g-2BcyfIFMEw0wjmZwyqmYMwKCT7i9bZTWV2gY21v1k4RqLj1O0We-2F-2BGEjVMYaL3L9HWHlwYgpiCIU5OPXUYeaPeqINctQWFSr4UDQmHwnPcJwRwHYjNiL5v4DU1PR5apxMqs8JIH6gmsEoDCLjfFR0WurhZrqx1i8ji2fUpwMEr4Y-2ByDu5Vk5ozi9okYQxz73SIRFa14QuHwlYbn19-2Bhbkk4BWAZH8iSZb0siBOJDiLaE1FooA-3D


 
Source: Ray Dalio 

The red line is the share of US wealth owned by the bottom 90% of the population, 
and the green line is the share held by the top 0.1%. Right now, they are about the 
same, but notice the trend. The wealthiest 0.1% has been increasing its share of 
wealth since the 1980s, while the bottom 90% has been losing ground. 

Looking back, we see a similar pattern in the 1920s—which dramatically reversed in 
the following decade. Then there was an almost 50-year period during which the 
masses gained wealth and the wealthy lost ground. 

(Important note: This doesn’t mean the 0.1% ceased being wealthy. It just means 
they owned a smaller portion of the total wealth. An economy in which 0.1% of the 
people own 10% of the wealth is still skewed, just less so. But more on that later.) 

In the big picture, we see about a half-century when the net wealth gap widened in 
favor of the bottom 90%, followed by another 30 or so years in which the wealthiest 
gained ground while most of the population lost it… at least in terms of total national 
aggregate wealth. 

I have written elsewhere that wealth is relative. Most of the bottom 90% have better 
lives today than 38 years ago. But they don’t compare life to where they were in 
1980, but to today. They see income and wealth relative to the current economic 
“totem pole,” not the one from 30 years ago. Now, maybe you don’t have those 
feelings, but unfortunately many of our neighbours do. Thus, the political split. 

It’s no coincidence that populism emerged as a political force in both the 1920s–
1930s and the 2010s. In each case, people at the bottom could tell that the economy 
wasn’t working in their favour. Their best tool to do something about it was the vote, 
so they elected FDR then and Trump now—two very different presidents but both 
responsive to their era’s intensely angered voters. 

And I would note that Bernie Sanders reflected that same angst on the left. I fully 
expect that a younger, more rational, and appealing “Bernie Sanders” (even, and 
maybe especially, if it is a woman) will be the Democratic flag bearer in 2020. 

Looking back further in Dalio’s chart, that previous roughly 10-year period, in which 
the green line was above the red line, included the Roaring 20s, the 1929 market 
crash, and the first part of the Great Depression. For the 0.1%’s share of the wealth, 



1929 was roughly the high point. Wealth lost in the crash sent their share 
plummeting. It has not fully recovered to this day, but it’s getting close. 

Thinking about this situation, I can’t help but connect it to my friend Neil Howe’s idea 
of a “Fourth Turning” every 80 years or so. It fits well with Dalio’s data. Neil argues 
we are in the last half of that Fourth Turning, and he expects conditions to worsen 
from here. As he points out, for almost 500 years, the last half of Fourth Turning has 
always encompassed the most tumultuous times in Anglo-Saxon history. 

(A Fourth Turning is a time when society’s foundational institutions are challenged. 
The generation who are young adults at that time must face the challenge, and 
hopefully overcome it. The so-called Greatest Generation did so by persevering 
through the Great Depression and fighting World War II. It may not be a war, but Neil 
says the Millennial Generation will face a similarly consequential test.) 

Back to Dalio’s article, he quantifies the 60/40 split with some startling numbers. Just 
a sampling: 

• The average household in the top 40% earns four times more than the 
average household in the bottom 60%. 

• Real incomes for the bottom 60% have been either flat or down slightly since 
1980. 

• In 1980, the average household in the top 40% had six times more wealth 
than the average household in the bottom 60%. Now, it is 10 times as much. 

• Only about a third of the bottom 60% saves any of their income. 

Dalio also found some very useful data: household income adjusted to show the 
impact of taxes, tax credits, and government benefits. This adjustment gets closer to 
the resources people actually have available for living expenses, savings, and 
investment. The Heritage Foundation has similar studies from a different 
perspective, but they generally agree. 

Splitting that data by the top 40% and bottom 60%, we see a sharply growing 
difference in the percentage changes since 1980. The top saw its after-tax net 
household income grow almost three times faster than household income for the 
bottom 60%, even including government transfer payments. 



 
Source: Ray Dalio 

And note something in the right-hand side of the chart, which depicts income 
changes for the bottom 60% only, divided into three segments. There is a significant 
difference in the income growth of the middle 40–60% segment and the bottom 20%, 
and that difference accelerated during and after the Great Recession. Think about 
that in the context of recent political trends. 

You see the problem here? The bottom 60% know their own experience. Thanks to 
the internet and social media, they are particularly aware of the gap and increasingly 
resentful. 

Note also that the lower ranks of the top 40% are not “wealthy” by any stretch. 
Anyone below the 80th percentile is probably struggling to some degree. This Statista 
chart shows you need to make at least $75,000 a year to get into the top 40%. 
Maybe I’m jaded, but I don’t think $75,000 a year is wealthy. I can guarantee you 
that my friends in the $150,000 to $200,000 range may feel comfortable, but they 
certainly don’t think of themselves as wealthy. 

Dalio is right to compare the top 0.1% to the bottom 90%. That skew at the very top 
creates the illusion that there are a large number of extraordinarily wealthy people 
when in fact there are just a few. But if you throw Bill Gates or Warren Buffett into the 
demographic, you raise the average net worth significantly. Which is why “average” 
is so misleading. 



 
Source: Statista 

Since the 1980s, most of us at the top have believed that a rising tide would lift all 
boats. We were half-right: It has lifted all the boats but not at the same rate, and 
many boats have sprung holes and are taking on water. Our differences in income 
and wealth are getting too great to ignore. 

Think back 30 years. None of us would want to go back and live with the same 
technological base we had back then. All of our lives have dramatically improved. 
From health care to communications to entertainment to transportation and a host of 
other things, we are all better off in many ways 

Nevertheless, and repeating myself, those in the bottom 20 or 40 or 60 or 80% 
notice the relative differences between where they are and where the top 10% or 
1% reside, and they can see those differences growing. 

While many in Africa, in some parts of Asia, and in the slums in Latin America would 
see the lives we call “poor” in the US as vastly superior to their own, that is not who 
the bottom 20–40–60% of the US income strata are comparing their lives to. It is 
simply human nature that we compare ourselves to those who have more, and to 
want more for ourselves. 

Leveraged Stress 

The American Psychological Association does an annual survey on “Stress in 
America.” Not surprisingly, the most recent one shows we are not happy campers. 

http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=HuhHagux1YytFwCS1qmrL1gaXGI5kPRakY0TuZZuJPibiN5vV4n-2Fn7knYG0XHDpyFkFUZFusvO1tlPBhyCLSF1rVlUMwnJTFxISd-2FkQgxMVNbl-2F7tcvlAbmcjgnMjPkiyVde-2F-2F1NcAtqqyZJak4zSg-3D-3D_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxl2vFqF9teaR-2Fd6-2B5g-2BcyfId5dH6lN8RL20laefsC80CrrARXS-2FV8QIHNMNVJ-2FK-2FMgzlEP2PC9anNS1fEl3Dm5lXeAhWuW1GPV7f8kG9NMs-2B9OdgIq3P0Nb91G1x8xcNVespu28T7cG4lOKDEWFX6nBeTt9tkxwQM-2Fj-2FiUMMcnQPiLPNpYVfCu62Z1iyd97cqFLaHKod3uO2Bs80X6Hgg8m8reqBKOHOHjPfY9PbPcU9E5mDAb7k-2BXXdANRDxDQwYU-3D
http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=HuhHagux1YytFwCS1qmrL5J6ROYxZcJ1ZWKBBZ2Jwn0tR63loJHNK9LrGmM0W4-2BTGpYIcUKC-2FQ3ItVeb88-2BiUEXLDFjGBYyInFwuBiRb1vgcBkEh2Xx3oFj15Rq6yKH8_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxl2vFqF9teaR-2Fd6-2B5g-2BcyfI5cMoraiwX-2BY76zs4WhFm3VNt0SyAHZQh-2BRvGk-2BCCUEHKfPj-2FnHHwgZ21nrCnXKhbBkeWRmVG6IPupb9XqOlne9gJubBirIe0qr0Z8KU-2Be-2FP1mBndOG6-2FQ9vu2B0hOqVQMHY9-2BOopuFCctlSQgb2i3UGqi3HHRznOj-2FkTesMnWFniFOX-2B3wf-2BSCStjcOpzoHgv36mKDM0WnXLTU7e-2BtZ0HRg6PueelMoFMTC2Hhb4aek-3D
http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=HuhHagux1YytFwCS1qmrL5J6ROYxZcJ1ZWKBBZ2Jwn0tR63loJHNK9LrGmM0W4-2BTGpYIcUKC-2FQ3ItVeb88-2BiUEXLDFjGBYyInFwuBiRb1vgcBkEh2Xx3oFj15Rq6yKH8_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxl2vFqF9teaR-2Fd6-2B5g-2BcyfI5cMoraiwX-2BY76zs4WhFm3VNt0SyAHZQh-2BRvGk-2BCCUEHKfPj-2FnHHwgZ21nrCnXKhbBkeWRmVG6IPupb9XqOlne9gJubBirIe0qr0Z8KU-2Be-2FP1mBndOG6-2FQ9vu2B0hOqVQMHY9-2BOopuFCctlSQgb2i3UGqi3HHRznOj-2FkTesMnWFniFOX-2B3wf-2BSCStjcOpzoHgv36mKDM0WnXLTU7e-2BtZ0HRg6PueelMoFMTC2Hhb4aek-3D


A big majority (59%) think we are now at “the lowest point in our nation’s history.” To 
me, that seems a stretch, given that we killed each other in staggering numbers in 
the Civil War. And the crash of 1873 and its aftermath wasn’t pretty. Neither was the 
Great Depression. But then, people didn’t watch the fighting on their phones. Now 
we do, and it fills us with anxiety. 

I look back on my youth and realize that the late ’60s was the first time when the 
reality of war confronted my generation in our homes, on our TVs and in our 
newspapers, every day. Media coverage of social turmoil in that era was a harbinger 
of what the internet and social media have created today: instantaneous analysis of 
almost everything, much of it by people with no real understanding of the situation. 
Now, social media have become a monstrous breeding ground for conspiracy 
theories of all kinds. It is most disheartening. 

The specific issues that worry people are interesting. 

 
Source: American Psychological Association  

First on the list is health care, by a pretty wide margin. That concern can cover a lot 
of territory. Maybe you or a family member are seriously ill, or maybe your health is 
fine but buying insurance causes financial stress. 

Just over a third of respondents reported that the economy causes them stress. That 
seems a little low, but I remind myself that most people don’t observe the economy 
the way I do. “High taxes” are well down the list, at 28%. That’s surprising but 
probably reflects the fact that a small number of people pay most of the income 
taxes. 



“Unemployment and low wages” is also near the bottom with 22% of respondents 
stressed about it. Maybe that figure reflects today’s low unemployment level, or 
maybe people are just glad to have any sort of job. 

One source of considerable stress that isn’t on the list but probably should be is 
household debt. I talk a lot about government debt and pension debt, but for most 
people, the more immediate concern is probably their mortgage, auto, credit-card, 
and student loan debt. There is a mountain of it. 

Here’s an interesting Deutsche Bank chart on that point. 

 
Source: Deutsche Bank 

Here we see household leverage ratios spanning 1992–2016, broken down by 
income quintiles. Focus your attention on the 1992 (darker blue) and 2016 (rightmost 
black) bars. In that 24-year interval, leverage more than doubled for the lowest-
income 20% and rose significantly for the lower-income 80% of the population. It 
dropped slightly for the 80–89.9th percentiles and even dropped even more for the 
top 10% income group. 

Now recall Dalio’s data on household income, adjusted for taxes and benefits. The 
top 20%, whose incomes grew the fastest, managed to reduce their leverage. The 
lower groups, whose income was up slightly or flat, added large amounts of debt, 
with the poorest adding the most, percentage-wise. 

This data doesn’t tell us what specific kinds of debt create these leverage ratios. 
Maybe some of the debt is productive, like mortgages on reasonably valued homes 
or student debt that helps borrowers eventually raise their incomes. But I’d bet much 
of this borrowed money is simply gone, having bought little or nothing of lasting 
value. 

This likely unrecoverable debt also appears as an asset on some lender’s balance 
sheet. It ends up being sold as asset-backed securities, possibly to a mutual fund or 
pension fund near you. And it’s generally in the high-yield category, with leverage on 
it. 



At the risk of repeating the obvious, debt that can’t be repaid won’t 
be. Somebody will eat the loss; the only question is who. Banks 
managed to socialize much of their losses in the last recession. I’m 
not sure that plan will work a second time. 

I started off talking about pain and how we distribute it. It may not be 
physical pain. Financial and employment-related pain are very real. 
Boredom, too, can be painful, as can loneliness or the feeling that no 
one needs you. We’re on the verge of many medical breakthroughs, 
but we won’t cure every disease or heal every kind of wound. People 
will still suffer, and it’s clear we need a lot of societal as well as 
personal healing. 

Working Class Versus Service Class 

We have long had this notion of the “working class.” These are the 
people who don’t own businesses and are not “professionals” like 
doctors, lawyers, or accountants. 

I have spent a great deal of time thinking about the future of work. It 
is the single most difficult chapter to write in my upcoming book, 
partly because I don’t like the conclusions I’m coming to. One thing I 
am realizing is there is a distinction between what we have seen as 
the “working” class and what I am coming to see as the “service” 
class. 

A working-class person is somebody who has a trade, and because 
of that skill, can generally command a decent income.  

The service class—bar and restaurant workers, retail salespeople, 
general manual laborers, and so on—is almost plug-and-play. It is 
not that the greedy restaurant owner doesn’t want to pay his staff 
more; it’s that competition generally won’t let him do so and still 
make a profit. So, he holds his labour costs down—and he can do 
so because in today’s market, there are typically more people 
available for these jobs than there are jobs. And because of the 
Obamacare mandate, if you are a business with more than 50 
employees, you simply cannot afford to have full-time employees, so 
you resort more and more to part-time positions, which don’t let 
workers earn adequate wages. 

We are increasingly a nation under stress. Dalio talks about it in 
terms of the bottom 60% versus the top 40%, but he could have 
made the same case using an 80–20 model or even a 90–10 model. 
I am reminded of Pareto’s 80/20 principle, which states that roughly 
80% of effects come from 20% of causes. 

Our socioeconomic situation is not going to improve for a long time. 
Let’s assume, wildly optimistically, that the US economy and the rest 
of the developed world grow at a 5% nominal rate for the next 15 
years, so that our economies roughly double. Will the gap between 
the lower 60% and the upper 40% grow even wider? We will have 
more than a few people worth more than $100 billion, that’s for sure. 

Will the lives of the lower 60% be significantly better than they are 
today? Absolutely. They’ll have improved health care and health 



spans (if they have access to health care), lower food costs, far more access to 
services, etc., but the relative differences will be even greater between the top and 
the bottom. 

Unless we somehow figure out how to help people deal with their stress and better 
manage the yawning differences in incomes and outcomes, we’re going to see 
increasing tension and fragmentation in our society. 

  


